
Big EDM is holding nothing back and offering an unstoppable collection of jazz-infused and 

soul-influenced deep house sounds with Solar Deep House. A 2GB pack (unzipped) that comes with 5 

construction kits, extra audio samples, and presets for Serum, Massive, and Sylenth1. 

Solar Deep House is perfect for after hours, a dim-lit chill, or for those who want a deep groove that is 

laid back, graceful and hypnotic. Dive on into this library that is stocked with thick bass lines, smart 

percussion patterns, string pads, bright horns, abstract instrument loops, and minimal synths that are 

rich in harmony. 

5 complete construction kits break down a completed track into importable WAV stems and loops. 

Designed to allow you to chop and slice your way to reconstructing a mix that is all your own. Feeling 

creativity beyond the kits? Then choose from over 300 additional audio samples also included. 

From one-shots to melody loops, strong kicks, crisp cymbals, and breezy melodies. Sub-bass, plucks, 

leads, chords, nylon-stringed guitars, lounge-style pianos, uplifters, down lifters, impacts, claps, and 

more. 

We use the latest technological tools and techniques to uphold a high standard of quality. All of our 

sounds have been creatively sculpted to give you unique and diverse audio sample options you won't 

find anywhere else. If you want to create a flawless and amazing deep house mix, add Solar Deep 

House from Big EDM to your library today.  

 

Pack Details: 

- 5 Construction Kits (+ MIDI, Loops & Presets); 

- 30 Serum Presets; 

- 21 Sylenth1 Presets; 

- 2 NI Massive Presets; 

- 60 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

- 51 Synth Shots; 

- 30 Drum Loops; 

- 20 FX; 

- 10 Kicks; 

- 20 Claps and Snares; 

- 20 Cymbals; 

- 2 GB / 497 Files In Total; 

- 100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Requirements: 

Please Use Xfer Serum Version 1.27b2 Or Higher; 

Please Use LennarDigital Sylenth1 Version 2.21beta and 3.05 Or Higher; 

Please Use NI Massive Version 1.3.0 or Higher. 


